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OfficeTime now simplifies time tracking easier for small business
Published on 05/29/14
OfficeTime now makes it easier for freelancers and business owners to track time on Mac,
PC, iPhone and iPad. OfficeTime makes recording and tracking time and expenses simple with
a clean, elegant interface. OfficeTime's latest version for PC and Mac features a clean
new interface and over 150 improvements. The mobile version for iPhone and iPad has also
been updated with over 100 improvements, plus optimized to work even better with iOS 7.
London, England - In its recent survey of over 1,300 small business owners and
freelancers, OfficeTime found that 71% say they track time because it provides better
invoicing, while 48% says it helps them be more productive.
To make it even easier to track time, improve invoicing, and increase productivity,
OfficeTime's latest version for PC and Mac features a clean new interface and over 150
improvements. The mobile version for iPhone and iPad has also been updated with over 100
improvements, plus optimized to work even better with iOS 7.
With the updated desktop app, OfficeTime users will enjoy a cleaner, easier to read
interface that will make time tracking more intuitive. OfficeTime has found that the
easier it is to track time, the more time that will be tracked - resulting in additional
revenues for the user.
The new OfficeTime update offers more than an improved user interface and support for iOS
7. Among the 150 enhancements to the desktop version of OfficeTime, users will enjoy
features such as:
* Improved idle tracking, which will improve how time is tracked even when the user isn't
at their computer
* Better foreign language support
* The ability to change the category of multiple sessions at once
* Improved Mac support, including retina graphics, spell checking and better calendar sync
* Improved Windows support, including a simpler and more efficient process for finding
Outlook contacts
Both the desktop and mobile versions of OfficeTime are designed to balance features and
ease-of-use, enables users to easily track exactly what they do each day and how much they
spend. OfficeTime supports busy professionals who invoice on an hourly fee schedule - or
who simply need to know where they are spending their time to be more productive or
against a fixed-cost project.
The company is so confident in OfficeTime's ability to produce a tangible
return-on-investment that it offers a full money-back guarantee if the app doesn't pay for
itself by registering more time than the user otherwise would have logged and invoiced.
About OfficeTime:
Ideal for anyone who bills by the hour or project, OfficeTime makes recording and tracking
time and expenses simple with a clean, elegant interface. The iPhone and iPad versions
focus on ease-of-use, recognizing that if time tracking is simple to do, users will be
more likely to take the time to do it. OfficeTime takes great care to minimize how many
finger taps it takes to do something.
Some other features available on this time-tracking tool are:
* Instant invoicing
* Easy "live" reports, enabling users to edit reports on-the-fly
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* iCal sync, providing quick access to the day's activities at-a-glance
* Team reporting
As a thank you to its active user base, OfficeTime is giving away this major update free
to all current users. The PC and Mac versions of OfficeTime can be purchased at OfficeTime
for $47 (USD) while the iPhone and iPad versions are available in the iTunes App Store for
$7.99. Unlike web-based time-tracking applications, OfficeTime does not require a monthly
subscription fee.
OfficeTime:
http://www.officetime.net
Download OfficeTime for Mac and PC:
http://sites.fastspring.com/officetime/product/catalog?__utma=78583626.364216754.14013768
12.1401376812.1401376812.1&__utmb=78583626.1.10.1401376812&__utmc=78583626&__ut
mx=-&__utmz=78583626.1401376812.1.1.utmcsr=(direct)|utmccn=(direct)|utmcmd=(none)&__
utm
Download OfficeTime for iOS:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/officetime-time-tracking-expense/id431473484?mt=8
Screenshot (Desktop):
http://www.officetime.net/includes/images/press_page/screenreport_mac.png
Application Icon (Mac/PC):
http://www.officetime.net/includes/images/press_page/OT_logo_forprint.jpg
App Icon (iOS):
http://www.officetime.net/includes/images/press_page/OfficeTime_iOS_icon.png

OfficeTime was established in 2003 as a spin-off from Transcena Design of Edmonton,
Canada. OfficeTime was developed in response to Transcena's urgent need for an
easy-to-use, effective, time-tracking application. Designed and continually improved by
the same developers who were relying on it every day, OfficeTime was an immediate success
when released to the public. Copyright (C) 2014 OfficeTime. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod, iPad and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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